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Welcome
The Builtworks podcast is about buildings and the
people that make them.

interesting details of not one, but two, renovation
projects that involved transforming a Federation-style
cottage in Kirribilli.

These days, most of the conversation about projects
and design centres on beauty and aesthetics - the
surface of things.

But the property is located in a heritage conservation
area that’s administered by the North Sydney Council.

And of course, that’s important.
But the more fascinating stories of the built world are
about problem-solving, working within constraints,
seeing potential, and the inevitable human drama
that goes into creating great work.
So in every episode, we bring you the behind-thescenes backstory as to how buildings are designed,
built, and brought to life.

So there were a few planning flaming hoops to jump
through.
I hope you enjoy Melonie’s project story as much as I
enjoyed speaking with her.

Jeff Gardner
jeff.gardner@builtworks.com.au

In this series, we’re producing six episodes that
feature Australian architects who take us inside their
best work and deconstruct a favourite residential
project.

P.S. Over at www.builtworks.com.au/doorzien-house
and www.builtworks.com.au/zuster-house, you can
download the MP3 recording of this episode, read a
detailed project description that includes a list of key
products used, view a photo gallery, and review plans
and elevations.

This episode features Sydney-based architect and
principal Melonie Bayl-Smith.
Melonie has been in practice there for almost twenty
years.
She took us behind-the-scenes and revealed some
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DOORZIEN HOUSE
This handsome harbour-facing Federationstyle semi was transformed into a
sophisticated residence.
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"I like you
Melonie...you're
like a ferret!"
Melonie’s professor at Newcastle Uni

BUILTWORKS.COM.AU
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Podcast Transcript

Jeff Gardner from Builtworks interviewed Melonie
Bayl-Smith of Bijl Architecture who deconstructed
her Doorzien House and Zuster House projects,
both located in Kirribilli, Sydney, Australia.
***
Melonie Bayle-Smith
I’m a curious bear.
That’s what I am.
I’m a curious bear, because I’m always asking questions.
I was often remonstrated by teachers for asking too many
questions.
I’ve been told off in jobs for asking too many questions.
And it’s because I just want to know why things are the way they
are.
I like to challenge why things are the way they are and I want to find
a better way of doing them.
And I will say one other thing.
I worked for my professor of architecture at Newcastle Uni as a
research assistant. And he said, “I like you Melonie. You’re like a
ferret.”
And that’s because I will keep looking, and looking, and looking, and
looking and looking.
Jeff Gardner
That’s Melonie-Bayle Smith.
Melonie’s an architect, design director, and practice principal at Bijl
Architecture in Sydney.
I’m Jeff Gardner.
And this is Builtworks.
It’s the show about buildings and the people that make them.
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In this series, six Australian architects take us into their best work
and deconstruct a favourite residential project.
On Location: Property Auction
Jeff Gardner
We’re in Kirribilli, a compact and affluent harbour-side suburb in
Sydney, Australia.
Melonie’s clients, Bob and Sharon, had just bought a property there.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
It is an interesting suburb. It is in some respects its own little village.
It has a beautiful feel. It has a wonderful strip of shops and has
direct access to the train station.
From the ridgeline, it falls downwards to the water, down from the
ridge, down the hill to the Sydney Harbour.
There are a lot of people packed into quite a small area.
Jeff Gardner
Bob and Sharon’s property was one half of a handsome Federationperiod cottage.
That’s known as a semi in Sydney, as in a semi-attached dwelling.
It’s basically one side of a duplex, that is, two separate dwellings
located side-by-side but attached to each other, sharing a common
wall between them.
From the street, it looks like a cottage.
And from the back, it had expansive views of Sydney Harbour.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
They had just purchased the property when they contacted us.
In Sharon’s words, she wanted to be able to walk in the front door
and across the threshold and that it would not be a house that
reminded you of its past.
For Sharon, she wanted to be able to walk through the front door and
feel like it was a new space.
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And it was a space that embraced the site and the place, rather than
being stuck in an idea that was, you know, common 100, 120 years
ago.
And we do live very differently now to how we lived 120 years ago.
So, that was very important.
Jeff Gardner
That meant everything beyond the front door had to go.
But the property sits within a Heritage Conservation Area.
That usually means a lengthy and often difficult approvals process.
So I asked Melonie to unpack her process of generating an
approvable design.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
So we start our process with a concept design stage where we
produce three different design options whereby we test different
aspects of the client’s brief – planning, cost, material, all sorts of
different possibilities for the design.
Jeff Gardner
Melonie is the design principal for the practice, as well as the
practice director. So she’s involved in the entire process – from
laying down the design principles to working closely with clients
like Bob and Sharon.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
Even if I’m the person who’s really directing the design at this
stage, it certainly is a team effort in terms of critique and refining
the design options and presenting them to the clients alongside
sketches and written information to do with planning, time, costs.
We produce mood boards where we’re trying to evoke for the client,
where we think this project is going to go in terms of its material
and tectonic expression; how it could be built.
And then in the develop design phase, we ask the clients to come
back for a feedback meeting where it’s effectively a workshop type
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meeting, where they bring all their feedback from the concept
design, which design option they like the most, what other ideas
from the different options they liked, maybe how their brief has
been changed and how they think things changed because of what
we’ve provoked them with, with the concept design drawings and
sketches and so forth.
And then we take all that feedback and we write a refined project
brief, which we then discuss with the clients at the next meeting,
alongside a consolidated revision of the design.
Jeff Gardner
Melonie’s team develops a variety of visual and written materials to
support the client’s understanding of how the design is developing
and how the parameters of the project are feeding into the process.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
We really try to work across 2D and 3D materials the whole way
through, and that is very important because many clients don’t read
plans particularly well.
Some clients find the 3D walkthrough models disorienting.
Some clients really need to ponder the written brief alongside the
drawings to be able to make decisions.
But what’s most important is that we want to communicate
constantly with the clients about how we are seeking to meet their
brief in an articulated architectural response.
That is very important because we know that if we’re going to build
this project, it not only needs to be an articulated architectural
response, but it’s then going to have to become a series of really
detailed documentation so a builder can build it.
So it’s about giving clients the tools to make the right decisions at
the right time.
Jeff Gardner
Bob and Sharon’s site was compact, narrow, and steep.
That’s not usually considered a favourable combination.
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So it needed some clever thinking.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
We had to think very seriously about how we could make the most of
what is a compact and limited footprint on a very tight site.
Every single piece of space in the entire dwelling, both in the floor
plan and vertically through the house, had to bring purpose and
meaning.
There was no room for flab.
Jeff Gardner
In an interesting twist to the story, during the design development
process, the owner of the other half of the duplex, or semi,
approached Melonie.
They wanted to undertake a reconfiguration and renovation of their
home too.
So Melonie now had two side-by side dwellings to design.
Melonie’s team had named Bob and Sharon’s home the Doorzien
House.
And they named their new project Zuster House.
Doorzien and Zuster are both Dutch words.
Doorzien means see-through; as I can see right through the house
to the harbour views beyond.
And Zuster means sister, as in sister of Doorzien.
No you might be thinking; why bother fussing around creating
unusual project names like these?
Melonie Bayl-Smith
It’s a way of creating an identity for the project that sort of sums up
a key concept of what the project is about, or what it was trying to
achieve, or why we did it, or a really important aspect of the design.
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Jeff Gardner
Now, preparing and lodging a Development Application or DA in
Sydney is no trivial matter.
To prepare and lodge an application like this one in a Heritage
Conservation area costs around $70 to $75,000.
And securing an approval can be slow, difficult, and bureaucratic.
Melonie had to create a design she was happy with.
And that her clients would love.
Then they needed Council to approve the design, without imposing
heart-breaking conditions.
Plus, it had to be something the community would support too.
Or at least not oppose.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
We have several meetings in the develop design stage during which
at some point we go and have a pre-DA consultation with Council.
Jeff Gardner
That’s a meeting with Council’s Planning Assessment Team.
These pre-development application meetings help head off any
show-stopper issues before you’ve worked up a full application.
And spent all your money.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
We want to try and smooth the path for the DA as much as we can.
That doesn’t mean that we guarantee that the DA is going to have an
easy ride.
But it does help to engage with Council early because they then can
give you some initial feedback.
They might be able to tell you whether they wanted another drawing
that’s not on their standard checklist.
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And so it’s about engaging with them and allowing them some
time to see what we’re proposing and to see that we’re taking into
consideration their expectations, and with heritage and conservation
area projects, that is exceptionally important.
Jeff Gardner
At the pre-DA meeting Council insisted the rear elevations respond
to the Conservation Character Statement…
Melonie Bayl-Smith
…which was a quite a significant ask.
Assessment Team Meeting
OK, right, so this is the rear elevation that faces the harbour.
So look, there’ll be a lot of eyes on this one.
I say the fenestration is . . .
Jeff Gardner
You might be wondering what all the fuss is about.
Well, here’s the thing.
In conservation and traditional buildings, planners scrutinize the
relationship between solid and void.
Solid is a matter of presence, and void is absence of it.
Solid elements include wall cladding, columns, parapets, spandrels,
and solid doors.
And voids, in the context of this project, refer primarily to glazed
areas.
The issue here was that the planners thought there was too much
glass on the harbour facing elevations.
Those elevations are prominent and highly visible from the local
streets below, from points around the corner, and across the
harbour.
So lots of people would see them.
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And take an interest in how they looked.
That’s why Council wanted these rear but harbour-facing elevations
to address the Conservation Character Statement.
But that conflicted with Bob and Sharon’s objective of having
abundant glass to maximize their harbour views.
So...
Melonie Bayl-Smith
...for both the clients, they felt a bit confronted by that.
They were like, “But nobody’s going to see it.”
And it’s like, well, actually, they really are going to see it.
And we really are going to have to find a way to develop this so that
we allow you to have the expansive harbor views that you want.
And that we balance the glass with the solid, the solid and void
relationship.
Jeff Gardner
Melonie has secured Development Approvals for dozens of projects
in North Sydney’s conservation areas.
Council know that she’s not going to put up some crazy dreamscheme for approval.
But she did need to find a way to maximize those harbour views for
both sets of her clients and get Council over the line.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
It’s a dark art.
Council are not the only stakeholder.
The neighbours are stakeholders; there are community groups
which fashion themselves as stakeholders.
Council itself has its own internal stakeholders.
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You’re often not just dealing with a Town Planner, you’re dealing
with the Heritage Assessor, and a Tree Officer, and all sorts of other
people who have very particular remits and requirements.
And they expect you to jump very, very high.
A good architect can find a design solution that balances all of these
demands.
Some architects would say I’m too consultative and that I should
stick to my design vision.
But I’d like to think that my design vision is strong, regardless of
whether I’ve had to take on board more advice from Council or not.
So, I think a good architect can work in very difficult circumstances.
Jeff Gardner
Melonie’s design approach to the harbour-facing rear elevations of
both Doorzien and Zuster was minimalist.
Unobtrusive and recessive.
Doorzien had a zinc-clad parapet with very sharp zinc hoods.
And Zuster House had a similar minimalist approach, but it featured
brick, while deploying the same zinc hoods.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
The zinc is important because as much as zinc has a high embodied
energy, it is very low maintenance, it doesn’t require painting, and it
is a site, where trying to paint things on a second story, is so difficult
and challenging.
And so we were determined with both the architectural response for
Doorzien and Zuster that the material language and the materials
used minimized any kind of maintenance whatsoever.
They will stand the test of time.
Jeff Gardner
Using black zinc and designing hoods for the harbour-facing
elevations was a masterful material and design strategy.
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The hoods helped the glazing recede into the background.
There was still a lot of glazing in Melonie’s design.
But it didn’t look like it.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
We felt that by going with zinc - the black zinc on the Doorzien - that
it was recessive, that zinc does connect with the heritage language,
and we went with fenestration - the windows and doors - that were
very vertically oriented.
Jeff Gardner
Zinc roofing and cladding is a premium product.
It’s considerably more expensive than say a standard corrugated
roof.
Mat Sterland
You’re sort of a four to five time’s price range change difference.
Jeff Gardner
That’s Mat Sterland on the phone.
Mat Sterland
My name’s Matthew Sterland.
I’m the founder and director of Sterland Roofing and Cladding
and Prestige Roofing and Cladding Supplies which is the largest
manufacturer of VM Zinc throughout Australia.
Jeff Gardner
Both Doorzien and Zuster used zinc sheeting supplied and installed
by Sterland Roofing and Cladding for the hoods and the parapets.
I spoke to Mat about why zinc was chosen for the projects over other
types of metal.
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Mat Sterland
You could have used copper, you could have used aluminium, and
you could have used zinc.
You’ve got to take all those other issues into consideration, like
you’ve got your ocean environment there, and then you’ve also got to
take into consideration compatibility of other metals.
Even though copper’s going to last forever, it’s also going to weather
green so you don’t get that stable finish, whereas then if you go to
aluminium you’re not going to get the longevity that you’re going to
get out of zinc.
So, you can see why especially location, other products,
compatibilities and then the softness of the zinc being able to form
around these unique shapes is the reason why it would be picked for
a project like that.
Jeff Gardner
You need a safe pair of hands to install zinc roofing, wall cladding,
and rainwater goods.
In fact, in Germany the trade is a five year apprenticeship.
And then there’s Master School which takes another two years.
But you know attracting young people into the trades in Australia is
tough these days.
So developing and retaining a skilled workforce is a very big focus
for Mat.
Mat Sterling
We put a lot of apprentices on.
We’ve got six at the moment.
And then we do a lot of sponsored visas, working holiday visas, plus
local tradesmen that transition over from just being your regular
roof plumbers.
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Jeff Gardner
Mat told me he’s actively on-shoring his supply chain by stepping up
the manufacture of more roofing product components in Sydney.
He’s growing a substantial business that’s creating local
employment opportunities.
Ok, back to Doorzien and Zuster.
The zinc gave their harbour-facing elevations a maritime and
industrial aesthetic.
And that connected them with the old buildings at HMAS Penguin, a
former submarine base that’s nearby, and still had heritage metalclad buildings on site.
The Heritage Planners liked that nodded reference and loved the
zinc’s sober elegance.
So the combination of material, quality of detail, and execution
worked really well here.
But Melonie’s design response had done more than just produce a
winning rear façade.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
We pushed very hard for the form to occupy as much as we could,
which wasn’t extending the house very much, but it was enough to
grab back a bit more space for the house.
Jeff Gardner
Look, every extra square metre of additional floor area is worth tens
of thousands of dollars in this location.
And it can make the difference between a space working or not.
But increasing site cover and growing a building envelope – even if
modestly - is almost always meet with resistance from Council.
So securing a bit extra area floor area here was a big win.
But even with everything agreed with Council, it can still take ages
for planning approvals to issue.
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I once managed a project for a developer who owned a heritagelisted twin-cinema complex in Brisbane’s Fortitude Valley precinct.
It took over twelve months of hard slog to get Heritage Approval for
our proposal.
I would expect a similar proposal in Sydney to take even longer.
So I was astounded when Melonie told me how long the
Development Approvals took for both Doorzien and Zuster.
Melonie Bayle-Smith
For the Doorzien House, it was about a four month DA which for a
conservation area project which had a more contemporary response
was pretty good.
And in fact the Zuster House was even quicker.
I think the Zuster House came out of Council in…we’ve called that
the heritage land speed record in the office…because I think it was in
and out of Council in under three months.
I think it must have been about ten weeks or something.
This is because we laid down the groundwork in the develop
design process and we take a very professional and collaborative
approach to working, trying to work with Council around what their
expectations are.
And they know that we’re not cowboys.
That doesn’t mean they like everything that we do.
But they know that we’re not going to put something forward if we
haven’t thought about it first.
Jeff Gardner
Ok, so now Melonie had her Development Approvals in hand,
secured in record time.
Now, there’s one other thing about the planning process I think we
should cover.
Certain classes of planning application confer rights to the public.
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That means they get to have a say and can object to the proposal.
So for example, if a neighbour is aggrieved by a Council decision that
approves a Development Application, they can appeal the decision to
the Land and Environment Court.
By the way, the Land and Environment Court was established in
1980 and was the world’s first specialist environmental court, set
up to hear environmental, development, building, and planning
disputes.
Anyway, a submitter who wanted to appeal would need to have solid
planning grounds, ample resources, and plenty of time to take it on.
So that slows most people down.
But you never know how some people will react.
In areas like Kirribilli, where there are high-value assets that people
care about, property owners take a keen interest in Development
Applications and Council’s development decisions.
And they’ll come out swinging if their interests are threatened.
That’s why it pays to manage the risk of community submissions to
your development application.
So here’s how Melonie handles it.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
We ask our clients to mention to their neighbours that they’re going
to put a DA in and to give them a general sense of what is going to be
contained in the development application.
We’ve told clients to do that and when they haven’t done it, every
time the neighbour reaction has been negative.
“Oh, we think it’s discourteous that you didn’t come and speak to us.
And at least let us know...you’re our neighbour.”
There’s this very kind of emotional, kind of passive-aggressive
language, well not even passive, just aggressive language that goes
on.
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So we, for a long time, have encouraged clients to engage with their
neighbours.
You don’t have to show them the plans and get their ten cents worth
and what they think about your kitchen design.
But it is courteous to speak with your neighbours about what you’re
planning on doing, because it will have an effect on them.
Jeff Gardner
So now, Melonie’s team had secured the necessary Development
Approvals.
No submitters had appealed Council’s decision to approve the
applications.
So a date with the Land and Environment Court wasn’t necessary.
Naturally Bob and Sharon were pleased.
And Melonie’s Zuster House clients were happy too.
Both sets of Melonie’s clients approve the next phase.
So Melonie’s team engages supporting consultants for the
construction documentation phase, they complete the construction
documentation, and secure construction approvals.
Via a tender process, SKOPE Constructions are commissioned to
build Doorzien and Wilkinstruct for Zuster.
Construction gets underway.
It’s go time. There’s a lot to do.
Melonie Bayle-Smith
On the Doorzien House, we worked with consultants who we’d
worked with for a number of years.
We worked with a Town Planner and a Heritage Consultant with
whom we have worked for a long time.
We worked with a Landscape Architect and a Stormwater Engineer
that again, we had worked with on a number of projects.
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And then the Structural Engineer, who was engaged for the
construction documentation for Doorzien, he then also was engaged
with Zuster.
But yes, using a consultant team, especially on a project where
there are more complex construction challenges and you really are
pushing the limit of what, how to retain an existing building on a very
narrow site, on a steep site…that involves trust.
Jeff Gardner
With trust, comes speed.
And with lots of money on the line, a quick game is a good game.
Using the same consultant team for the Zuster House, which
followed slightly behind Doorzien, gave the Zuster clients a big leg
up.
That’s because everyone was familiar with the site and the building
by then.
Especially, Damian Hadley, the project’s structural engineer and the
principal of Cantilever Consulting Engineers.
Melonie Bayle-Smith
That had enormous benefit because he was there during the
construction stage, was onsite and doing inspections and observing
how the existing building was behaving, because with Doorzien, we
effectively propped the roof and supported the external walls and
gutted the entire interior…like everything came out, including the
roof framing for a while.
And we did a significant amount of excavation into sandstone.
Jeff Gardner
Consultants are usually juggling lots of projects.
So you need to keep them on task.
That is, focused on your project.
That’s why Melonie insists her consultants are well briefed.
So that everyone’s on the same page and going fast.
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Melonie Bayle-Smith
Everything we do is communication.
You can communicate positively or negatively about the project
through so many different means, and we want to make sure that
communication is positive, that it’s purposeful, and this is what’s
important to cultivating a strong consultant team in my opinion.
Jeff Gardner
I’ll sometimes watch the long-running TV series Grand Designs.
You know the one…someone wants to build a 30 room mansion on
a remote island 200kms deep into the bleak North Sea off the tip of
Scotland …with the budget of a garden shed.
Crazy stuff.
The typically inexperienced protagonists are up against it from the
start.
They endure innumerable setbacks.
Then, they run out of money.
And bicker and fight amongst themselves as the stress gets the
better of them.
The scene is often awash to the gunnels with tears and
recriminations.
Yet, most of the time, they prevail…staggering over the line
exhausted, but elated.
I know…it’s reality TV.
And I’m exaggerating.
But even so, the show reveals a basic truth.
And that is...
...there’s often tension between the available resources to complete
a project...
...and the client’s ambition.
Sometimes there’s a gaping void between the two.
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So given Bob and Sharon’s project ambitions - remember nothing
beyond the entry threshold was to be kept and the site was compact,
steep, and narrow - I was curious to hear how Melonie got on with
Doorzien House.
Melonie Bayle-Smith
There was sufficient funding to do the project well without
compromise.
There were decisions that we made to be sometimes a little more
economical than in some places, but generally the client was very
focused on producing a great end result.
And if that took a little bit more time and a little bit more money and
a little bit more effort, then that was better than doing half a job
basically.
And so when you’re working with that philosophy or that attitude,
which is matched by the client’s financial wherewithal, it doesn’t
make the project easy, but it certainly means that the decisionmaking process is fairly predictable and the decision-making
process can happen without much impediment.
It then does mean that then the decision-making energy can
sometimes be put more into making those very final design
decisions on important interior fit out and fixtures.
In the Doorzien House, when you look down the hallway, you can see
the exposed brick work of the original party wall.
Now, that wasn’t in the original design.
In the original design, we were going to retain all of the roof framing
up to the point of where the joinery peninsula sort of defines the end
of the kitchen before you walk into the main living space.
But over time, because we were propping the roof and you could
see the underside of the roof and you could see the quite impressive
space and volume that this created over the time, the client was
able to be convinced to in fact have the raking ceiling and to take the
ceiling line all the way up to the underside of the roof framing and to
expose the brick work.
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That ability for a client to be opportunistic and to grab a spatial and
material expression that we weren’t ever really sure about during
the design and documentation process, but that once the building
was in construction was very obvious, that was fantastic to be able
to do that.
It also makes the skylights perform in a way that they wouldn’t have
performed if we’d had the ceiling level where it was supposed to be
originally.
But we know that on some projects, clients aren’t necessarily able
to take those sorts of opportunities because they often involve
structural work, they involve a lot of rectification work, they involve a
lot of extra labour, which is costly.
So it was fantastic to be able to furnish the design decisions with
knowing that it wasn’t going to break the bank.
Jeff Gardner
Architects create design.
And then release it into the wild.
They face critique, indifference, and sometimes get feedback,
whether they like it or not.
So with both projects now completed – from start to finish they
took 24 months - I was curious to hear if Melonie had received any
feedback.
Melonie Bayl-Smith
Both the sets of clients have had amazing responses to their homes
and to the houses as a single entity.
What is interesting is that we went to a pre-DA meeting for another
project and the Council, and the team leader, who’s not renowned
for handing out compliments said,“Oh, you know those projects on
Carabella Street, they’ve come together very well. Haven’t they?”
And I thought, “Oh yes, yes they have.”
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And what was interesting also there was the town planner who
assessed Doorzien, I think he came and then did Zuster, and he came
and stood in the backyard and he looked at the Doorzien House.
This was the inspection during the DA assessment.
He went, “Gee, oh gosh, it’s stunning.”
And I was like, “Well, thank you.”
They got a lot of great feedback.
And, we’ve had a lot of feedback from people who see the houses
from down on the water.
We get a lot of Instagram, it’s just insane.
We get so many people re-posting pictures of the interiors and of the
house.
PGH absolutely loved Zuster.
It went to the Think Brick Awards as a finalist.
They love the use of their brick.
Jeff Gardner
For the brick used in Zuster, Melonie specified the Dry Pressed
Architectural range in Black Beauty by PGH.
The Black Beauty colour provided an excellent aesthetic companion
to the Anthra Zinc cladding on Doorzien House in terms of colour,
smooth surface, and the level of light reflectivity was comparable.
The Dry Pressed Architectural range has a clean, sharp edge that
allowed the brick units to resonate both at an individual level as
the light falls on their smooth surface, and also as an impressive
composition of both uninterrupted walls and columns framing the
windows and doors.
They looked just right with black oxide mortar.
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Melonie Bayl-Smith
So this is interesting because you then get all these responses from
stakeholders who didn’t even know you were doing the project until
they see it, and then they fall in love with it.
It reminds you that a building comes to life in a very broad
community and people become interested if you do something that
has meaning and purpose and is done well.
We were very fortunate to have the opportunity to do two sides of a
semi.
That’s not an opportunity that comes along very often.
And to be able to do a building that is very exposed, and isn’t just
sort of a backyard warrior type renovation…with all due respect,
because I’ve done plenty of those as well, plenty of things that
people don’t see from the street and then when they see it in a
magazine or on your website, they go, “Oh my gosh, is that what that
looks like?” Everyone can really see what these guys look like.
The quality of the work that we did and our doggedness to push for
what our clients wanted and what we wanted and to get the best
result we could out of the approvals process, and then through
the construction process, spoke volumes and that it gave so much
confidence to the clients on the other side of the wall.
We’ve spent a lot of time refining the way that we work over a long
period of time.
And that project proved to me that when we have the opportunity to
fly, we fly very high.
Jeff Gardner
That was Melonie Bayl-Smith, Principal and Director of Bijl
Architecture in Sydney. She’s also an Associate Professor at UNSW.
And, Melonie is also professional pianist who supported herself
through her architecture studies as a piano teacher, professional
accompanist and musician, and now she’s a budding drummer too.
I find it interesting how many creative professionals often have more
than one creative outlet.
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Melonie’s consultant team for both the Doorzien and Zuster
projects included Partridge for stormwater engineering, Cantilever
Consulting Engineers for structural engineering and Ground Ink for
landscape architecture.
For the Doorzien House, the builder was SKOPE Constructions and
the build was managed by John and Brent Carolan.
They won, by the way, a Merit Award for Alterations and Additions
between $2.25-2.5M at the NSW Master Builders Association
Excellence in Housing Awards.
Wilkinstruct built Zuster House.
A big thanks to Melonie for deconstructing Doorzien and Zuster for
us.
And thanks to Mat Sterland too for his info on zinc roofing and
cladding.
Over at Builtworks.com.au, you can download the MP3 recording of
this episode, read a detailed project description that includes a list
of key products used, view a photo gallery, and review plans and
elevations.
This is Jeff Gardner from Builtworks, the show about buildings and
the people that make them.
***
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PROJECT CREDITS
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION TEAM
Architecture: Bijl Architecture
Bijl Architecture is an ambitious Sydney practice seeking to challenge the status
quo. Led by Melonie Bayl-Smith, they believe that our homes, schools, and places
of gathering are an expression of our communities’ collective values and hopes,
for now and for the future.

www.bijlarchitecture.com.au
Structural Engineering: Cantilever Consulting Engineers
Cantilever Consulting Engineers is one of the most sought after structural
engineering firms for architectural buildings in Sydney.
Their focus is on high-end architectural buildings where an experienced eye for
design is required and where solutions above the ordinary are needed. Founded
in 2010, their award-winning team of 15 have completed over 3,000 projects.
Cantilever Consulting Engineers are known for their dedication to excellence,
innovation and sustainability, and understanding of design.

www.cantileverstudio.com.au
Stormwater Engineering: Partridge
With over 35 years’ experience, Partridge is a multi-disciplinary engineering
consultancy, providing services in the field of structural, civil, hydraulic,
stormwater, remedial, forensic, and event engineering.

www.partridge.com.au
Landscape Architecture: Ground Ink
Ground Ink is a Landscape Architecture studio based in Chatswood, New South
Wales. The practice is comprised of accomplished landscape architects with over thirty
years of combined project experience.

www.groundink.com.au
Construction: SKOPE Constructions (Doorzien House)
Skope Constructions is managed by John and Brent Carolan.
Their work includes the construction of over 100 residential, commercial and
industrial projects covering a diverse range of construction methods and techniques.
Construction projects completed under their management have ranged in value
between $500,000 and $15,000,000.

www.skopeconstructions.com.au
Photography: Katherine Lu
Katherine is a well-established Sydney-based commercial photographer specialising
in architecture and interiors.

www.katherinelu.com

KEY PRODUCTS USED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slates and solar inserts by NuLok Roofing
Anthra Zinc wall and roof cladding by Sterland Roofing and Cladding
Dry Pressed Architectural range in Black Beauty by PGH Bricks (Zuster House)
Sandstone
Spotted gum decking and fencing
Floorboards - brushed white oil Oak Vulcano by Mafi
Glass flooring by Magic Glass Sydney
Polytec ravine, legato and melamine joinery by JP Finsbury
Benchtops by CDK Stone and Caesarstone
Custom handrails, surfaces and joinery handles designed by Bijl Architecture
finished in Arcturus oiled bronze by Astor Metal
Ceiling Fans by Big Ass Fans
External blinds by Vental
Kitchen mixer Armando Vicario, Kitchen sink Abey Barazza Cudo, Billi water
filter and slimline font supplied by Harvey Norman Commercial
Fantini and Soho bathroomware supplied by Roger Seller
MODA Vanity Basins and freestanding bath supplied by ACS Bathrooms
MILLI Glance bathroom fittings supplied by Reece

Listen to this episode at
Builtworks.com.au/doorzien-house
or wherever you get your podcasts.
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